What is a P&ID?

In any industrial process, and in our particular as manufacturers and installers of
pressure equipment (thermal fluid heaters, vaporizers, steam boilers, heat
exchangers, electric boilers ...) often, we find sizeable facilities and with
multitude of elements, materials and instruments that the facility includes.
To identify these equipment and instruments in a simple way and also to get an
idea of the design conditions of any engineering project, we use a tool that is
commonly known by the acronym P&ID.
P&ID is defined as a diagram of piping and instrumentation and it shows the
process flow in pipes, as well as, the equipment installed and instrumentation.
Another possible name used for a P&ID is PFD which is a simplified form (Process
flow diagram), although this is a less used.
These diagrams are composed of a series of symbols that allow us to identify all the
components that make up a process, such as pipes, number of piping lines and their
dimensions, valves, controls, alarms, equipment, levels, pressure switches, drains,
purges, pumps etc..
The instrument standard symbols used in these diagrams are generally based on ISA
S5.1. standard, society Automation and Instrumentation Systems.
This standard of symbols are used in both chemical and petrochemical industry,
metallurgical, air conditioning industry, power generator industries and many
other numerous industrial processes.
In addition to these symbols, different types of lines and circles are used to
indicate how interconnected are the various elements of the process and
functions of each instrument.

Instruments line

Connection to the process or mechanical bond or instruments
feeding.
Pneumatic signal
Electrical signal
Electrical signal (alternative)
Capillary pipe
Sonorous signal or electromagnetic guided (includes heat,
radio, nuclear, electricity)
Sonorous signal or electromagnetic not guided
Connection of software or data
Mechanical connection
Hydraulic signal

The “Tag numbers“

The "Tag numbers" or labels are numbers and letters that are found within the
circles that appear next to an instrument. They identify the type and function of
the device. These circles are the control loops of an instrument, device or
equipment and they are interconnected with each other through the
instrumentation lines seen in the table above.
Each of these loops has a code to have a clear identification of them.

Way to represent the elements of the bonds

Instrument Identification

1st letter: Measured variable or modifying
For example:
A: Analysis
E: Voltage
F: Flow
I: Current
J: Power
L: Level
P: Pressure
S: Speed, Frequency
T: Temperature
V: Vibration

These are the most common but there are many others listed in Table 1.1.
The initials are from the English name of each of the functions of the
instruments.

2nd and 3rd letters: Output function,
of data presentation or modifying.
For example;
A: Alarm
C: Controller
E: Primary sensor
H: High
I: Indicator
L: Low
P: Pressure
R: Recorder
S: Switch
T: Transmitter
V: Valve
Z: Actuator

So then we have these examples:
1.

It designates a temperature controller with display capability associated
to the control loop No. 60.
2.

Depending on how each instrument circles are represented, they give us
different information :

Depending on how each instrument circles are represented, they give us
different information :
Locally mounted

Behind the console (not accessible)

In control panel

In auxiliary control panel

Instruments for two measured variables or instruments of one
variable with more of one function.

Symbols used in the digital control and distributed:
1.Accessible to the operator
1.1 Shared visualization
1.2 Shared viewing and monitoring
1.3 Access to the communication network
1.4 Operator interface on the communication network
2. Auxiliary interface
2.1 Mounted in control panel
2.2 Manual Station
3.Not normally accessible to the operator
3.1 Controller
3.2 Shared Viewing, field installed
3.3 Calculation, signal conditioning in shared controller

Besides these, there are also symbols used for computers (PCs) and symbols for
logical and sequential control.

Table 1.1. Chart of letters of instruments and functions.

Symbols for Valves.
Thus, the most commonly used valves are represented:

Symbols for actuators.

With this information, although very brief, of what a P&ID is, we are sure that not
longer seem so strange and intelligible that chart or diagram, that so often we
see in engineering projects.
Now surely we know better interpret the information it provides us and we learn
more about the instrumentation, design, function and all elements of the
industrial manufacturing process that shows us.

P&ID EXAMPLE

Installation of a PIROBLOC thermal fluid heater with expansion and collection
tanks.

